Illinois Open 2005: Spite, Death and the Devil
Tossups by Wake Forest University with UCLA (Ray Luo and Dwight Wynne)

1. Addition of water to them results in the production of ketone groups due to tautomerization, and they themselves can be produced from the dehydrohalogenation of dihaloalkanes or the reaction of alkali acetylides with either primary or secondary alkyl halides. Terminal ones are highly acidic, and perhaps their most important feature affords them the ability to produce nitriles when reacted with excess ammonia. They will undergo reactions with Lindlar’s catalyst to produce one of their two sister groups, the less saturated one. Acetylene is the simplest example of, for ten points, what set of straight-chain hydrocarbons with general formula CnH2n- 2.
	Answer: alkynes

2. It can begin after confirmation of the sighting of the moon on the first eve of Shawwal, and includes recitation of the Takabiir. The dua’ and khutba are also important portions of it, as is the Niyyah, or “intention.” Its namesake prayer is known as the solah, and one often cleans one’s teeth with Miswaak when it occurs. Generally the day on which alms are collected, another event that is given the same name in common parlance falls on the tenth day of Zil-Hijjah, but the event in question actually took place yesterday. For ten points, name this religious holiday celebrating the end of Ramadan.
Answer:	Eid al-Fitr

3. One night, a workman from Judge Miller’s estate takes him to a railway station, where a rope is thrown around his neck and he is placed in a baggage car. He attempts to escape this kidnapping in Seattle, but a man in a red shirt clubs him senseless. Later, two French-Canadian mailmen buy him and he defeats Spitz to become leader of his work gang. John Thornton saves him from overwork, and he reciprocates by winning John a thousand dollars for extricating a sled carrying a thousand-pound load from the ice. For ten points, name this literary character who regresses to savagery during the days of the Klondike gold rush, unable to resist The Call of the Wild.
Answer: Buck 

4. In the hemoprotein known as cytochrome P450, this amino acid residue forms the distal axial ligand with the heme prosthetic group. Recent studies have linked it to increased immune response, which is why its N-acetyl variety has been used to treat some symptoms of HIV. Having a pKa of about 8.33, sources of it include hooves and human hair. Its seleno- variety plays an important role in some ribosome-mediated protein syntheses, and it improves tertiary structures of proteins using its thiol group, as it creates strong disulfide bridges to strengthen molecules. For ten points, name this sulfur-containing amino acid that is not methionine.
Answer:	cysteine

5. It was first described in the tenth century CE by Idrisi and Yusuf Ibn al-Shaikh. Its lowest level was a square 56 meters high with a cylindrical core, while its middle level was octagonal and the third level was circular. Its total height, including the foundation base, was about 117 meters and the internal core was used as a shaft to lift fuel. In 1480 Qaitbay used its ruins to build a fort. In November 1996, divers claimed to have found some of its remains, including the name of its designer hidden in the foundation. Created by Sostrates of Knidos, it was finally completed during the reign of Ptolemy II. For ten points, name this structure built on an island off the coast of Egypt.
Answer:	Lighthouse at Alexandria (or Pharos of Alexandria, but make sure they say Alexandria)

6. A letter to William Cole details how the author came up with much of the plot of this novel, and it purports to be translated by a certain “William Marshal, Gent.” from the original Italian of Onuphrio Muralto, Canon of the Church of St. Nicholas. Manfred is the grandson of the usurping prince who poisoned Alfonso, the rightful ruler, but Manfred’s son Conrad is eventually crushed to death by a gigantic helmet in the courtyard. In the end, however, Theodore is declared the true hair to the throne, as the ghost of Alfonso tears down the titular structure. For ten points, name this 1764 tale by Horace Walpole, considered to be the first Gothic novel.
Answer: The Castle of Otranto

7. Equipment generally used to perform spectroscopy with this physical effect includes a Fabry-Perot etalon and a mercury gas lamp. When it loses linearity, electron decoupling occurs and results in the Paschen-Beck effect. Calculation of the interaction energy associated with it requires use of the Landé g-factor or the electron spin g-factor, and if an odd number of energy sublevels results, this is known as its “anomalous” version. Arising due to quantization of energy levels in various atoms, for ten points, identify this phenomenon in which atomic spectral lines split in a magnetic field, named for a Dutch physicist.
Answer:	Zeeman effect

8. Two of his four major types of social action are known as “affective” and “traditional.” His long work Economy and Society appeared soon after he delivered an address attacking the aristocracy. The creation of his so-called “ideal types” is evident in his analysis of bureaucracy and his essay “Religious Rejections of the World and Their Directions,” which analyzed Western civilization in terms of its charismatic religious leaders, the latter of which became the basis for his most famous idea that Calvinism was responsible for the rise of capitalism in Western society. For ten points, name this German sociologist, author of The Protestant Ethic and the Spirit of Capitalism.
Answer:	Max Weber

9. His slaying of a sacred serpent at the Castalian Spring led to the eight years’ penance he did to Ares, and also to his turning into a serpent at the end of his life with his wife. The father of Ino and Agave, he set out on a quest with his brothers Cilicix and Phoenix, before which his father Agenor instructed him to find his sister Europa after her kidnapping by Zeus. This led to his wandering off and eventually following a cow to the place where he would build a city. For ten points, name this husband of Harmonia and father of Semele and Polydorus, the legendary founder of the city of Thebes.
Answer: Cadmus 

10. Later in life, he abdicated the throne and became a monk. Crowned ruler by Pope Paschal I, he passed the Constitutio Romana to assert his authority over the office of the pope. He helped to oust his father and then took control of Italy, but the reorganization of the Ordinatio Imperii by his father’s wife Judith caused him to break with the imperial government. He started a vast military and political struggle for dominance over the lands of his grandfather’s empire, but was eventually defeated at Fontenoy by his brothers, who had earlier signed the Strasbourg Oath in 842. For ten points, name this brother of Louis the German and Charles the Bald, the oldest son of Louis I the Pious.
Answer:	Lothair I

11. One passage indicates that “Were all the world mine from the sea to the Rhine, I would starve myself of it so that the queen of England might lie in my arms.” In another section, a swan sings “The servant is turning me on the spit; I am burning fiercely on the pyre: the steward now serves me up.” The best-known section repeats “O Fortuna, velut luna statu variabilis!” It is based on a manuscript collection, now in the Bavarian State Library, which include over 1000 poems and songs written by the 13th century. Johann Schmeller compiled the collection at the abbey of Benediktbeuern. Set to music, the collection was first performed by Frankfurt Opera in 1937. For ten points, name this work for large orchestra, chorus, and solo vocalists by Carl Orff. 
Answer: Carmina Burana

12. As asterisks on the second page of the liner attest, tracks 1, 3, 4, and 6 were mixed by Steve Lillywhite, while the back page notes that it uses the infinite guitar invented by Michael Brook. The seventh cut notes that “Sleep comes like a drug” in a desolate title location, while the previous song finds the narrator “[kept] hanging on” in a title industrial area. For ten points, name this 1987 Island release that contains, aside from “In God’s Country” and “Red Hill Mining Town,” such U2 classics as “I Still Haven’t Found What I’m Looking For” and “With or Without You.”
Answer: The Joshua Tree

13. Some of this author’s lectures are included in Children of the Mire: Modern Poetry from Romanticism to the Avant Garde. "I travel your length / like a river/ I travel your body/ like a forest" are lines from this man’s poem Piedra de Sol, or “Sunstone”, which is one of his many works that are modeled on the Aztec calendar stone. Also the author of Alternating Current and Configurations, he resigned his diplomatic post in 1968 in protest over the massacre of students at Plaza Tlateloco. For ten points, name this author of The Labyrinth of Solitude, the Mexican winner of the 1990 Nobel Prize in Literature.
Answer: Octavio Paz

14. The image of St Margaret, the patron saint of women in childbirth, is carved on the high chairback. A rosary hangs on the wall. The woman, Jeanne de Chenany, is dressed in a long green dress, with a white mantilla. The man, an Italian merchant, is garbed in a dark brown tunic and a large silly hat. He holds her right hand in his left. A little dog stands in front of them. Most miraculously, a mirror in the background reflects the scene, showing the witnesses to this solemn occasion, including the artist who has written 'Johannes de eyck fuit hic'. For ten points, name this Renaissance painted in 1434. 
Answer: The Wedding of Arnolfini (this work has a large number of acceptable English titles, so take anything close)

15. Identified with the so-called “demiurge” in Plato’s Timaeus, it is apparently created by the Good of Radiance without Radiance extinguishing itself. It transcends the discursive method of thinking that we must undergo as humans, and it is associated with the philosophy of emanation. Through aesthetic virtue, our mind is united with the world soul, while rational virtues unite it with this concept, which is expressed metaphysically along with that world soul and “The One”. Outlined extensively in the Enneads, for ten points, name this concept of intelligence and unchanging thought, a major focus of the philosophy of Plotinus.
Answer:	nous

16. Due to alpha-sticking, the catalysis by this particle of thermonuclear fusion will likely never be energetically practical. When stopped in matter, the positive variety can in fact bind with an electron to form an atom which is chemically similar to the heavier isotopes of hydrogen; however, its decay time is a mere 2.2 microseconds, though this lifetime can be extended by the effects of special relativity. Generally formed from charged pion decays in the upper atmosphere, for ten points, name this lepton whose decay products include a neutrino and an antineutrino.
Answer:	 muon 

17. If it has constant returns to scale, it implies that the output elasticities equal the factor’s share of income, allowing a growth-accountant to estimate the amount that changes in each input and in total factor productivity have contributed to economic growth. First proposed by Knut Wicksell, it was tested against statistical evidence and detailed further in a 1928 article in the American Economic Review. In this model, alpha and beta are constants determined by technology, while K and L are capital and labor inputs, respectively. for ten points, name this widely-used production function, taking its name from the last names of its two co-formulators, a mathematician and an economist,
Answer:	Cobb-Douglas production function

18. His early command experience included the light cruiser Naka and the battleship Yamashiro, and he received his promotion to Rear Admiral on November 15, 1935. For several years, he commanded the Third Battleship Division, he was later given the task of organizing the defenses of Saipan. However, no he lacked the necessary experience for the most noted command of his career, which he received solely due to protocols and traditions of the Navy, and therefore he had to depend significantly on his staff members Minoru Genda and Mitsuo Fuchida. For ten points, name this Japanese First Air Fleet commander, known for losing four aircraft carriers at Midway and committing suicide in 1944.
Answer: Vice Admiral Chuichi Nagumo

19. This number is irrational, but has not been proven to be transcendental. Discovered it in 1975 using an HP 65 calculator it was described in its namesake’s 1978 article Quantitative Universality for a Class of Nonlinear Transformations. Expressing the ratio between successive bifurcation intervals in a bifurcation diagram of the logistic map with 'r' values of approximately 3.57, it is also the ratio between diameters of successive circles on the axis of the Mandelbrot set. For ten points, name this constant relevant to fractals and chaos theory, approximately equal to 4.6692.
Answer: Feigenbaum's constant 

20. Amended in 1975 to include a National Market System portion, this legislation originally delegated enforcement activities to the Federal Trade Commission, but this authority was soon transferred to its current regulator. Common exceptions to the full rules of this act include Regulation A, Rule 505, and Rule 506. These exceptions provide relief to corporations who would otherwise complete the full S-1 registration statement and distribute a full prospectus to individual investors. For ten points, identify this 1933 act that required the registration of any investment vehicles offered to the public.
Answer:	Securities Act of 1933

Overtime. Like William Faulkner, he had many of his works edited by Albert Erskine at Random House. He published his first two stories “Wake for Susan” and “A Drowning Incident” in the student newspaper The Phoenix while at school in Knoxville, and he eventually worked on the screenplay for the PBS film The Gardener’s Son. His novel Suttree was strongly rebuked by Shelby Foote, although his first effort, The Orchard Keeper, was sufficient to garner him critical acclaim. However, he may be best known for novels like Cities of the Plain and The Crossing, two parts of his “Border” trilogy. For ten points, name this American author who also wrote about John Grady Cole in All The Pretty Horses.
Answer: Cormac McCarthy

Extra 1. He wrote music for several ballets, including Ala i Lolli, the Buffoon, The Steel Step, 
The Prodigal Son, On the Dnieper, and The Tale of the Stone Flower. His film music includes that for Lieutenant Kijé and two Eisenstein films, Alexander Nevsky and Ivan the Terrible. His most well-known work may be opus 67, a children's story for Narrator and Orchestra. Other works include the opera The Love for Three Oranges and the ballet Cinderella. For ten points, name this Russian who died of a cerebral hemorage on March 5, 1953 – the same day as Stalin - and whose works include Peter and the Wolf. 
Answer: Sergei Prokofiev

Illinois Open 2005: Spite, Death and the Devil
Bonuses by Wake Forest University with UCLA (Ray Luo and Dwight Wynne)

1. For ten points each, answer these questions about a Dutch artist.
He was born in North Brabant around 1450, where he stayed for the rest of his life. He is considered the last and greatest of the medievalists for such works as Death and the Miser and The Wayfarer.
Answer: Hieronymus Bosch (or Jerome von Aiken or Jerome Bosch or El Bosco)
This famous Bosch triptych features Eden, Earth, and Hell in its three panels.
Answer: The Garden of Earthly Delights
This triptych’s central panel shows a wagon surrounded by frantic peasants and wild demons. It alludes to Psalm 102, which states “Man’s days are like those of grass.”
Answer: The Haywain

2. Answer the following about an author and her work, for ten points each.
1. This novel tells of the lives of the residents of Dunnet Landing, Maine, as seen through the eyes of its narrator. Characters include Captain Littlepage, who shares his love of poetry with the narrator, and William Blackett, the narrator’s brother.
Answer:	The Country of the Pointed Firs
2. This author of the short story “Mr. Bruce” and the 1877 novel Deephaven wrote The Country of the Pointed Firs.
Answer:	Sarah Orne-Jewett
3. This is the narrator of The Country of the Pointed Firs. A large woman in her sixties, she sells herbal remedies and boards travelers in her house. Either name is acceptable.
Answer:	Almira Todd (accept either)

3. Answer each of the following about square matrices for ten points.
1. This scalar equation yields the eigenvalues of a matrix. It may simply be stated by equating the determinant of a matrix minus a constant times the identity matrix to zero.
	Answer: characteristic equation
2. This corresponds to the number of distinct eigenvalues of a matrix and, therefore, to the number of linearly independent columns. A theorem states that its sum with the nullity is always the dimension of the mattrix
	Answer: rank
3. For a matrix whose nullity is zero, this may be constructed by left-multiplying by the a matrix with the eigenvectors of the original matrix as its columns and right-multiplying by the inverse of the same. The non-zero entries will then be eigenvalues.
	Answer: diagonalization of the matrix

4. So, I want you to name the Spanish monarch for ten points each.
1. The Spanish still debate the propriety of maintaining the Sallic Law, which was reinstated after her reign. That reign featured the Carlist Wars against Don Carlos, the brother of her father, Ferdinand VII.
Answer:	Isabella II
2. The Spanish Monarchy didn’t do very well in the early twentieth century, especially when this King went into exile after the election of 1930.
Answer:	Alfonso XIII
3. General Franco must be twisting in his grave after the placing of this man on the throne. This historic King of Spain reintroduced democracy to Spain in the 1970’s and later rallied support to suppress an attempted military coup against the civilian government.
Answer:	Juan Carlos I

5. Answer each of the following about a biologically important class of compounds for ten points.
1. Type 2 of this class of essential naphthoquinone compounds is synthesized by symbiotic bacteria. They were deduced in 1929 and isolated in 1939.
	Answer: vitamin K
2. In addition to being required by factors VII, IX, and X, vitamin K is essential for synthesis of this major coagulating protein, the inactivated form of factor II.
	Answer: prothrombin
3. Thrombin catylizes the transformation of this mesh-like clotting protein from its zymogen.
	Answer: fibrin

6. Answer the following about an author and her work, for ten points each.
1. This author of the story “Come Again Tomorrow” is better known for novels like The Lying Days, A Soldier’s Embrace, and The Late Bourgeois World.
Answer:	Nadine Gordimer
2. With an epigraph taken from Gramschi, this Gordimer novel tells of a family in war-torn Johannesburg that is forced to seek refuge in the village of their servant, the title character.
Answer:	July’s People
3. In this 1963 novel, Ann Davis toys with the emotions of Boaz, her white husband, and Gideon Shibalo, a talented black painter who is her lover. It showed Gordimer’s bitterness toward racial laws.
Answer:	Occasion for Loving

7. Stuff related a myth, for ten points each…
1. This daughter of King Pandion of Attica was visiting her sister Procne at Thrace when Procne's husband raped her and cut out her tongue to conceal the crime. She later told her story by weaving and got turned into a nightingale.
	Answer: Philomela
2. Name the Thracian husband of Procne whose son Itys was killed by Philomela and Procne in revenge, and while in pursuit of the women, got turned into a hoopoe.
	Answer: Tereus
3. She had her tongue and hands cut off, and raped by Chiron and Demetrius, who, with the help of the Moor Aaron, also framed the murder of her husband Bassanius on her brothers Quintus and Martinus, sons of Shakespeare's Titus Andronicus.
	Answer: Lavinia

8. Answer the following about a battle, for ten points each.
1. Becoming augustus by public acclaim in 306, he was supported by the Praetorian Guard. He then repelled the invasion of Galerius and put down Domitian Alexander's rebellion in Africa.
Answer:	Marcus Aurelius Valerius Maxentius
2. Maxentius met his end near Saxa Rubra at the site of this famous 312 CE battle, prior to which the victor Constantine claimed to have heard a divine voice telling him that with a certain sign, he would conquer.
Answer:	Battle of the Milvian Bridge (or Ponte Milvio)
3. This man's promotion by Galerius occurred upon the death of Constantius Chlorus in early 306. One of Maxentius' first moves upon usurping his position was to put him to death.
Answer: Flavius Valerius Severus

9. Name each of the following works by Maurice Ravel for ten points.
1. This suite is based on some poems by Aloysius Bertrand and features the sections “Undine,” “Gibbet,” 
and “Scarbo.” It is intentionally one of the most difficult pieces to play ever written.
	Answer: Gaspard de la nuit, for piano (or Ghosts of the Night)
2. This most famous work of Ravel is a dance in the Spanish style with a rather obvious key signaure change. It sustains a fifteen minute crecendo, has no music in it, and everything else.
	Answer: Boléro, ballet for orchestra (or piano) 
3. This 1899 work written in impression of Chabier is a well-loved piece of the piano repitoire. A mock Renaisance dance, it proceeds in the “quite poor form” ABACA.
Answer: Pavane pour une infante défunte, for piano (or orchestra) (or Pavane for a Dead Princess)

10. Name these Hindu goddesses, for ten points each.
1. The mother of Jyothi, she is one of the representations of the mother goddess along with Parvati and Kali. This eighteen-armed goddess is generally depicted riding a tiger and wearing some kind of red clothing. 
Answer:	Durga
2. Her name literally translates from Sanskrit as “essence of the self,” and she is considered to be the goddess of knowledge. She is usually shown holding a lute while sitting on a white lotus in a white sari.
Answer:	Sarasvati
3. Sita is considered to be an avatar of this deity, whom most Hindus generally pray to on Diwali. She is generally recognized as the goddess of wealth and prosperity.
Answer:	Lakshmi (or Sri)

11. For ten points each identify the following treaties signed in 1919 or 1920, but not the Treaty of Versailles.
1. The treaty of Neuilly-sur-Seine ended the state of war between the Principal Allied and Associated Powers with this Nation.
Answer:	Bulgaria
2. The treaty of Trianon ended the state of war with this Nation.
Answer:	Hungary (accept also Austria-Hungary or Austro-Hungarian Empire)
3. The treaty of Sévres ended the state of war with this Nation.
Answer: Turkey (accept also Ottoman Empire)

12. Name each of the following tests of hardness for ten points.
1. This fundamentally non-quantitative test defines the hardness of a material by its ability to scratch other materials. Each material is assigned a number between 1 and 10.
	Answer: Mohs scale of hardness
2. In this standard engineering hardness test, a 10-mm steel or tungsten carbide sphere is used to indent a sample. The hardness number is then two by pi millimeters squared per kilogram, times the applied load, divided by the indentor radius, times the quantity the indentor radius minus the square root of the indentor radius squared minus the indentation radius squared, close quantity.
	Answer: Brinell hardness
3. The hardness from this microhardness test is denoted HV and is equal 1.854 millimeters squared per kilogram, times the applied load divided by the square of the diamond pyramid indentor diagonal length.
	Answer: Vickers microhardness.

13. Answer these questions about Benedict Arnold for the stated number of points..
1. (10 points) In this August, 1777 battle, Arnold, heading a small relief column, sent an agent posing as an American deserter who gave a highly inflated report on Arnold’s strength, resulting in the defection of the Indian allies and sudden lifting of the siege on the namesake location.
Answer: Fort Stanwix
2. (10 points) The capture of what British spy led to the revelation of Arnold’s plan to turn West Point over to the British?
Answer: John Andre
3. (5 points, 5 points) Arnold was instrumental at the battles of Freeman’s Farm and Bemis Heights. For five points each, who commanded the British and American troops at these engagements?
Answer: John Burgoyne and Horatio Gates

14. 30-20-10, name this poem from lines.
1. (30 points) “The Sea of Faith / Was once, too, at the full, and round earth's shore / Lay like the folds of a bright girdle furl'd.”
2. (20 points) “Sophocles long ago / Heard it on the Aegean, and it brought / Into his mind the turbid ebb and flow / Of human misery”
1. (10 points) “And we are here as on a darkling plain / Swept with confused alarms of struggle and flight / Where ignorant armies clash by night”
Answer: “Dover Beach”

15. Identify these U.S. labor union leaders for ten points each.
1. This person is the current head of the rapidly-disintegrating AFL-CIO.
Answer: John Sweeny
2. This United Mine Workers leader led the formation of the CIO when, in 1935, he punched William Hutcheson of the carpenter’s union at the AFL convention in Atlantic City.
Answer: John Lewis
3. This staunchly anti-communist plumber became the first head of the merged AFL-CIO in 1955.
Answer: George Meany

16. Answer each of the following about an architect and his work for ten points.
1. This cofounder of  L'Esprit Nouveau with Paul Dermée had his articles from that periodical issued as Towards a New Architecture in 1923. After 1950, his buildings were designed using his Modulor theory.
Answer: Le Corbusier (or Charles-Édouard Jeanneret)
2. This iconic 1947-52 Marseilles apartment block is an excellent exemplar of Corbusier’s concept of a home as a “machine for living,” and contains some of his first attempts at Modulor construction.
	Answer: L’Unité d’Habitation
3. Corbusier’s strangest work is decidedly this “organic” cathedral at Ronchamp. It was commissioned by Couturier.
	Answer: Notre-Dame-du-Haut

17. Name each of the following dimensionless parameters from fluid mechanics for ten points.
1. Equal to the density times the characteristic flow velocity times the characteristic flow length, divided by the dynamic viscosity, this best-known parameter measures the state of a flow. Transitions to turbulence occur at values around 3000 for pipe flow.
Answer: Reynolds number
2. Arising in non-dimensionalization of dissipative energy equations, this number is equal to the square of the flow characteristic velocity, divided by the isobaric specific hear times the characteristic temperature. It measures the relative importance of kinetic energy and enthalpy effects.
Answer: Eckert number
3. The ratio of frictional head loss to velocity head, this number is given as a function of Reynolds number and roughness ratio by various correlations.
Answer: Darcy friction factor

18. Name each the following things from Super Mario Brothers for ten points each.
1. This annoying bastard enemy lives in a cloud and tosses unending streams of unstompable Spinies.
	Answer: Princess Lakitu
2. These hidden areas allow Mario to skip Worlds. They exist on Levels 1-2 and 4-2.
	Answer: Welcome to Warp Zone!
3. Jumping through the wall near the Warp Zone in Level 1-2 can take Mario to this hidden World. The Japanese version of the game allowed Mario to progress through several levels of this type, but the American version just forces Mario to repeat the same water level until he runs out of time.
	Answer: World –1 (accept things like negative world or minus world)

19. Name these anthropologists from works, for ten points each.
1. Structure and Function in Primitive Society; The Andaman Islanders.
Answer:	Alfred Reginald Radcliffe-Brown
2. Schism and Continuity in African Society; Forest of Symbols.
Answer:	Victor Turner
3. Anahuac; Primitive Culture.
Answer: Edward Tylor

20. Name these Australian authors from works, for ten points each.
1. The Chant of Jimmie Blacksmith; Confederates; Schindler’s Ark.
Answer:	Thomas Keneally
2. Happy Valley; The Twyborn Affair; The Tree of Man.
Answer:	Patrick White
3. True History of the Kelly Gang; The Unusual Life of Tristan Smith; Oscar and Lucinda.
Answer:	Peter Carey

